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A FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM FOR SIMULATING SHEET-METAL
STRETCH FORMING PROCESSES

Y.T. Keum· and R.H. Wagoner··

(Received June 22, 1991)

A finite-element process modeling program, SHEET-3, was developed using triagnular elements for simulating the sheet-metal
stretch forming operation of an arbitrarily-shaped punch and dies. The program employs an implicit, incremental algorithm based
on a rigid-viscoplastic constitutive equation with corrections for material unloading. Contact and friction are introduced through
a mesh-normal, which compatibly describes arbitrary tool surfaces and FEM meshes without depending on the explicit spatial
derivatives of the tool surfaces. The membrane approximation is adopted under the plane-stress assumption. In order to promote
convergence, equilibrium and contact iterations are split. For describing an arbitrarily-shaped tool surface, a generalized tool
description method is introduced. Simple shape of tools, such as the hemispherical punch and rounded flat-top punch can be
analyzed. In addition, any tool described by equally-spaced digital data can be used, based on cubic B-spline or piecewise linear
basis functions. The validity, accuracy and stability of the FEM formulation were numerically tested using simple stretch forming
examples. Excellent agreement between measured and computed strains was obtained.

Key Words: Sheet-Metal Forming Simulation, Rigid-Yiscoplastic Hardening, Press-Die Design Analysis, Membrane
Shell Theory, Finite Element Method, Tool Description

NOMENCLATURE----------------

ile, : Principal strain increment
il € : Effective strain increment during ilt.
ilA, : Principal stretch ratio
ilt : Time increment
ilu : Incremental displacement during ilt
ilut : Tangential incremental displacement
ilu· : Trial incremental displacement
OU : Correction displacement increment
€ : Effective strain
E : Effective strain rate
F, : Internal force vector
Fe : External force vector
Fn : Normal component of Fe
Ft : Tangential component of Fe
r : Contact force direction
Ke : External stiffness matrix
K, : Internal stiffness matrix
M : Hill's non-quadratic yield function parameter
m : Strain rate sensitivity index
J1. : Coulomb friction coefficient
n : Mesh-based normal unit vector
r : Plastic anisotropy parameter
5 : Tool surface function, z=S(x,y)
11, : Principal Cauchy stress
a : Effective stress
t : Time variable; Length parameter
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t : Mesh-based tangential unit vector
to : Reference time
Vo : Volume at t=to

1. INTRODUCTION

A great deal of the time and cost in developing automotive
body panels is consumed in design and manufacturing of
stamping dies. In general, it is very difficult to predict that a
designed part can be stamped successfully. This difficulty is
caused by the complex nature of the stamping process. Using
the finite element method (FEM), process modeling is capa
ble of predicting the forming loads, overall geometric change
of the deforming sheet, distribution of strain and stress, and
process condition. According to the simulation results, modi
fications of tool geometry, material or environmental condi
tions are implemented for an improved design.

Since Chung and Swift (1951) published analytical and
numerical solutions for sheet metal forming processes, many
researchers have proposed mathematical models for analyz
ing sheet forming operations. The first work based on
elastic-viscoplastic FEM was done by Wang and Wenner
(1978). Later, employingnonlinear membrane theoryand incre
mental plasticity theory, Wang (1982a) developed rigid
plastic FEM. Also using rigid-plastic FEM, Kobayashi and
Kim (1978) performed axisymmetric: finite-element analysis
subject to hydrostatic bulging, punch stretching, and deep
drawing. Oh and Kobayashi (1980) and Toh and Kobayashi
(1983) developed finite-element process modeling for general
shape forming analyses, and Park et al. (1987), Germain et al.
(1989), and Yang et a!. (1990) announced rigid-viscoplastic
FEM for analyzing simply-shaped punch forming operations.
A viscous shell formulation was first introduced by Onate and
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(6)

(5)

(2)
(3)

€ 1 = ~ ·{IOl + ozIM-l+ 0 +2r) IOl- ozIM-l}
€2= A·{IOl + OZIM-l- 0 +2r) 10,- o2I M- l}

2.3 Finite Element Equilibrium Equation

During the time interval Llt, the plastic work increment,
Ll Wp , associated with the minimum energy path can be
written as follows:

2.2 Power Law Hardening

The power law is chosen in conjunction with an isotropic
hardening rule. The representative stress-strain relationship
of this hardening rule, which is determined by experiments, is
expressed as follows:

where t is the effective strain rate associated with the
effective stress, (5. Introducing Ol and 02 and inverting Eqs.
(2) and (3), and (5 in Eq. (l), the effective strain rate in Eq.
(4), t, can be expressed as follows:

Hill's new theory defines the shape of the yield surface at
every instant during the hardening (Mellor, 1978). The yield
surface can change only its size because rand M are constant.
Furthermore, 0, and €, in Eqs. (1) and (5) are respectively
the eigenvalues of the Cauchy stress tensor and rate-of
deformation tensor.

where (5, E: (= f t dt), K, n anp m refer to effective stress,
effective strain, strength coefficient, work-hardening expo
nent, and strain-rate sensitivity index, respectively. 'Y is a
base strain rate and ao a pre-strain term.

where € 1 and €2 are the principal strain rates and A is a
proportionality constant. Now, the principle of plastic work
equivalence says,

where C=[20+r)l'iiC and Cz=1+2r.
The principle of normality of yield function (Drucker,

1951), €i=~' ~f, yields
uO,

Zienkiewicz (1978, 1983). Wood et aJ. (978) compared this
formulation with others, finding similarities of results. Elas
tic-viscoplastic FEM formulations for sheet forming analysis
have been presented by Wang(1976), Tang(976), Massoni
et aJ. (986), and Bellet et aJ. (1987).

For the spatial and time discretizations in the current
formulation, the following assumptions are introduced. First,
the rigid-viscoplastic constitutive law, which neglects the
elastic strain and involves strain-rate sensitivity, is employed.
Since the elastic strain is negligibly small compared to the
plastic strain in most stamping processes, only the plastic
component is considered. For reflecting the rate sensitivity of
forming processes, the hardening law includes strain-rate
sensitivity. Second, the membrane approximation is adopted.
Zero stress in the orthogonal direction of the local tangent
plane is assumed. Because the sheet thickness is relatively
small compared to the surface curvature and because in-plahe
stretch dominates bending in most stretching operations, this
approximation is not unrealistic. Third, a modified Coulomb
friction law is implemented to deal with the friction between
the sheet and tools. A tangent hyperbolic function is defined
in the region of small relative displacement so that the fric
tion force smoothly approaches zero as the relative tan
gential displacement approaches zero. This friction law
approximates the slip-stick condition as an always-slipping
one. Fourth, the sheet is assumed to have isotropic properties
in the plane and anisotropy in the thickness directions. This
normal anisotropy is taken into account through the yield
surface with the coefficients of rand M, which is proposed by
Hill (979). Fifth, the yield function isotropically changes
during plastic deformation. This isotropic strain hardening
plastic flow implies that the yield surface maintains its shape
and develops equally in all directions. Sixth, an incremental
deformation theory consistent with the time discretization is
used in order to overcome the difficulties in the integration of
constitutive equations over the time step. This formulation
modifies the usual flow theory of plasticity by specifying the
plastic path which minimizes the plastic work over the time
step (Germain, 1989). By virtue of this path selection, the
effective strain increment is uniquely determined by the in·
cremental strains only. So, the stresses become exact function
of the incremental displacements (Wang, 1982b). In other
words, the incremental displacements uniquely determine the
incremental strain and the stress states at the end of the
deformation step, independent of path.

The present paper first introduces a mesh-based 3-D FEM
program for analyzing sheet metal forming operations.
Numerical techniques for improving the convergence and
overcoming the numerical difficulties in unloading as well as
methods for generating arbitrary tool surfaces are next
presented. Finally, the numerical examples illustrate the
validity and accuracy of the FEM formulation.

where E: 0 is the effective strain at t = to and Ll E: the amount
of increase of effective strain over the time interval Llt :

i (1 '0+4' )
Ll Wp = (5 Edt dVc,

Vo to

i /, '0+4,

. (5(E)dEdVo
V o £"0

2. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FEM FORMU
LATION

2.1 Hill's New Yield Theory

For a normal anisotropic material, Hill (979) introduced a
new yield function in order to predict the material behavior
under a biaxial state of deformation, i.e., plane stress loading
(03=0). Following Hill's new theory, the effective stress, (5,

can be written as follows: 1
to + At •

LlE:= Edt
10

(8)
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finite elements, the incremental equilibrium equation, Eq.
(14), becomes

Eq. OS) can be solved by the Newton-Raphson method. For
this method, Eq. OS) is expanded in a Taylor series about a
trial solution .du·, i.e.

OS)

(17)

where .dUk denotes the incremental displacement of the kth
mode, and F i (.dUk) and Fe (.dUk) are respectively the internal
force vector and external contact force vector at node k. Eq.
(17) simply means the balance of internal force resisting
plastic deformation and the external force caused by the tool
contact.

Since F, (.du) can be replaced by x (.du) ·.du as in static
FEM, omitting the node index k, Eq. (7) may be written as:

(9)

Since a (E) is always positive in Eq. (7), the minimum
energy path also satisfies the minimum of effective strain.d [.

Using Eq. (5) and generalizing Damamme's theorem for a
tranverse anisotorpic memberane (Damamme, 1975), the
minimum of effectve strain increment, .d[, defined by Eq. (S)
can be written in the following form (Germain, 19S9) :

where Al and ,12 are the principal stretch ratios considered as
the eigenvalues of if:=FTF) Ii' and F is the deformation
gradient between time interval .dt. In Eq. (9), .d [ is a func
tion of .du only through Al and A,.

The equilibrium equation can be set up by means of the
principle of virtual displacements: for every kinematically
admissible virtual incremental displacement, 0 (.du), during
the time interval .dt,

(0)
.du=.du· + OU (9)

where .d Win, and .d Wex' are respectively the internal virtual
work increment absorbed by the plastic deformation and the
external virtual work increment done by the external forces.

Using the plastic work increment, .d Wp , in Eq. (7), the
internal virtual work increment, .d If'in" can be written as
follows:

and only first order terms are retained:

A simple change of notation allows Eq. (20) into

(20)

(11) K'ou=Fe-Fi (21)

The external virtual work increment, .dWex', is also defined
by the traction caused by tool contact, f e :

where K is the tangent stiffness matrix at the trial increment
displacement, .du·, expressed by

.d Wext = f feO (.du) dAcJAc (12) K=Ki-K =( aFi _ aFe)1
e a.du a.du .1.'

(22)

where A c is the contact area at time to +.dt.
By the definition of virtual work principle, Eq. (10), the

equilibrium equation is, then, given by:

and OU is an incremental correction displacement vector
which is zero at equilibrium. Letting ho be the original sheet
thickness and considering d Va = ho' dAo,Fi (the internal force
at .du·) is defined by Eq. 05):

for all kinematically admissible 0 (.du) .
In the finite element method, 0 (LJu) is the nodal virtual

displacement and is not a function of spatial coordinates. So.
the equlibrium equation becomes

and Fe is the external force. Fe - F i is the residual force
vector for a trial solution, .du·. Explicitly, the terms of Eq.
(22) may be found to be as follows:

f?iaL!.[ o(.du) dVo= f feo(.du) dA cJVa LJU lAc (13)

F i= h o f a aaL!.[ I dAoJAo ~u Ju=Ju*
(23)

where F, is the internal force derived from the left side of Eq.
(3) :

F,(.du) =Fe(.du) (4)

OS)

(24)

(25)

Discretizing the whole domain of the sheet workpiece into

and Fe is the external force derived from the right side of Eq.
(13) :

F e = f f e dAcJAc (6)

In Eqs. (23) and (24), ~~~ and al:.da~u for a finite element

can be derived using Eq. (9) [Wang(19S4), Germain09S9),
a- a-

Keum 0990b) J. Furthermore, a, a~ and a~ ae calcu-

lated using Hill's new yield criterion and flow rule, and power
law hardening at the trial solution, .du·. Therefore, F i and K i
of Eqs. (23) and (24) can be numerically evaluated.
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Where the sheet is in contact with the tools, the external
force, Fe, is given by the Coulomb friction law for slipping
conditions:

(26)

where F n and f.1 are the resultant normal force magnitude at
the contact node and coefficient of friction. In Eq. (26), n is
a unit nodal normal vector outward to the tool (usual formu
lation) or mesh (present formulation) at each contacting
node and t is a tangential vector oppositely parallel to the
motion of each contacting node during the time increment
defined by:

Fig, 1 Definition of mesh·normal vector from connected finite
elements

The slip-stick Coulomb condition is modified by introduc
ing cP, a prescribed function of the sliding incremental dis
placement magnitude relative to the tangential incremental
displacement magnitude, IILluJ cP is a smoothing factor such
that the friction force smoothly approaches zero as the tan
gential displacement approaches zero. For large tangential
displacements, ¢; goes to 1. In this formulation, hyperbolic
tangent function (tanh) is employed for the smooth function
[Keum(1990b) J,

Using the smoothing function ¢;, Eq. (26) may be written as
follows:

nXLlux n
t = -~nX Lluxnlf (27)

the included angle of element k at node j (Fig. 1), and N k is
the normal to the k-th element connected to node j. Using
two line vectors lying on the k-th element, dx, and dx" i.e.

(32)

(33)

the pertinent quantities may be found. By rewriting the
element normal unit vector, N., in the following component
form:

(28) (34)

Therefore, the external stiffness matrix, K e In Eq. (25),
becomes

the components of N k can be computed from Eq. (32) as
follows:

K =QE~I
e aLlu JU'

= (f.1( 2P C::::~) t + cP (Llu )~t_+--'l!!-F IaLlu t aLlu aLlu n Ju'

aF I+ (f.1cP(Llu,)t+n) a An
LJU Ju'

where ~~~ is defined at the trial solution as follows:

(29)
where Ct= (Y2-- y,) (Z3-Z,) - (Z2-ZI) (Y3- y,)

c= (z,-z,) (X3-X,) - (X2-XI) (z3-zIl
C:.= (X2- x,) (Y3- y,) -- (Y2- YI) (X3- XI)

C=!C?+ Cl+ C/

(35)

(36)

In Eqs. (28) and (29), Fe and Ke are functions of Llu, n, t,
an at

aLlu' and aLlu'

aFn a (F ) K +F anaLlu=aLlu ,'n = ,'n "aLlu (30)

In Eq. (36), x" y, and z, are the spatial coordinates of the
i-th node position in element k and subscript numbers are
nodal sequences for element k in Fig. 1.

If at, (12 and (J3 are respectively edge lengths of element k
associated with nodal sequence numbers, 1, 2 and 3, then the
included angle, (Jk' can be expressed as follows:

2.4 Normal Vector and Tangential Vector

Figure I shows the mesh-normal vector defined by the con
nected elements at a node. Each connected element has an
element normal vector (Nk ) represented at the geometric
center. Considering these element normal vectors, the node
normal vector, n, at the contact node j is evaluated by a
weighted average of connected element normals as foloows :

(31)

where ne is the number of elements containing node j, ek is

(37)

(38)

So, after calculating the connective element normal, N k , by
Eqs. (34) and (35), and the included angle, 8k , by Eq. (37) for
every element containing the jth node, the global normal unit
vector at the contact node, n, is calculated from Eq. (31) by
the usual assembly procedure.

After finding the global normal unit vector, n, from Eq.
(3]), the tangential unit vector, t, which has a direction
normal to the mesh normal vector and which is oriented in
that normal plane opposite to the projection of the nodal
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By the definition of a, r· a=O and a can be defined, in terms
of r components, by

at contact nodes is defined by the following procedures: With
a, a vector perpendicular to r, the contact condition requires
that

for every possible x and y. Noting that F,= [Fx, Fy, F,J T, two

independent equations can be derived from Eqs. (42) and
(43), i.e.

(43)

(42)F,·a=O.

3. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

displacement, .du, onto that plane, can be found using Eq.
(27) .

Employing the normal and tangential vectors in Eq. (31)
and Eq. (27), the derivatives with respect to the nodal in-

. an an bcremental dIsplacement vector, a.du and a.du' can e

obtained frum the connectivity. (Keum, 1990 a and 1990b)
The normal and tangential vectors, and their spatial deriv

atives are related to the neighboring nodes associated with
that node. In other words, the surface normals, tangents, and
their derivatives at each FEM node are evaluated directly
from the FEM mesh.

Therefore, Eqs. (39) and (45) represent contact conditions.

3.2 Unloading Scheme

The rigid-viscoplastic constitutive equation can be applied

Since Fx, Fy and F, are respectively expressed as (1), (2) and
(3) in the force vector of the contacting node, Eq. (44) may
be rewritten as follows:

3.1 Contact Constraint

In order to solve Eq. (21) for au, it is necessary to specify
Fe on a node-by-node basis depending on whether the node
has already been in contact with the tool or not. For a node
in contact with the punch, a constraint equation for au which
forces the node to lie on the punch and to move in the tangent
plane must be satisfied. Furthermore, Fe (given by Eq. (28»
is specified for a slipping node subject to coublomb friction.

A node located on the punch surface at time t +.dt, is
constrained to move in the tangent plane, a point defined by
the trial solution, .du·. The tangent plane incorporates the
first derivatives at a contact point, ZX and ZY. The con
straint on au= (aux,auy,au,) , for contacting nodes is then:

r 3 ·Fx -r,·F,=0
[3. Fx- r,·F,=O

(l) becomes r3 • (l) - r l • (3)
(2) becomes [3. (2) - r,· (3)

(44)

(45)

In the tool-normal formulation, ZX and ZY in Eq. (39) are
respectively replaced by the spatial derivatives of tool sur
face, Sx and Sy.

For a slipping node, the unknowns are the components of
the correction vector au= (aux, auy, au,) and the normal
contact force Fn• There are four equations available: 3
equations by Eq. (21), and 1 equation of constraint, Eq. (39).
Since Fn appears in the coefficients of Eq. (21), only iterative
methods can be used to get the exact value of F n .

In order to simplify this process, we estimate the value of
Fn so that there is only au left unknown. Fn is chosen equal
to: EA

~----..,Q.L-_-------~~e

Fn=F,(.du·) 'n, (40) (b)

where F, (.du·) is given by Eq. (23). This value is a good
estimate of the real Fn because Eq. (40) is satisfied when the
trial solution converges. Now, only (aux, auy, au,) remains to
be solved.

The last step is the substitution of lines in the linear system
in order to include the constraint condition, Eq. (39). Let the
three lines corresponding to the contact node be labeled (1),
(2) and (3) in the linear system of equilibrium equations, Eq.
(21), and let the direction of the total contact force operating
at the node be r (= n + fJ.' t), then the contact force, Fe, in
terms of F n and r is expressed as follows:

If the components of the contact force direction vector, r,
are denoted (rt. r" [3), the system of equilibrium equations

~----..,Q-!--.I",-'1------~~E

Fig. 2 (a) Hardening curve and (b) Modification to deal with
material unloading quasi-elastically
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MIN{(x- X)'+ (y-- y)'+ (z--Z)'} in z=S(x,y) (49)
X.Y,z

When the equilibrium iteration is converged inside the final
contact iteration. the norm of residual force becomes less
than 10-3

. The trial solution is updated by adding the correc
tion vector au. Whenever the trial solution is not in a close
neighborhood of the actual solution, numerical results show
that the convergence is very difficult to achieve. An attempt
to reduce this difficulty is made by using the following update
scheme: with 0< 13~ 1,

where 11·11 denotes the cartesian norm of the nodal vector.
When this criterion falls below a specified value, usually 10-5,
convergence is declared. Once convergence is obtained, the
nodes having a non-compressive force are released. If the
current contact iteration is already set final, the punch dis·
placement is incremented for another time step. Otherwise,
another contact iteration is repeated.

If Ll!J and Lltz denote the magnitudes of the previous and
current time steps, respectively, the trial solution is simply
taken equal to :

(48)

(47)

Llu·(new) = LlU·(OldJ + 13' au

where 13 is first taken equal to a value of function of Nf ,

which is suggested by Wang (1982a, 1984). 13 is then divided
by 2 until the residual force norm starts to decrease. The time
step is automatically divided in half if no l3-values are found
after 7 divisions. The iterations of Newton-Raphson are then
started again with the trial solutions scaled according to the
new time step.

When the displacement correction norm and the contact
conditional norm fall below a specified value, convergence is
declared and the punch displacement is incremented for
another time step.

3.4 Projection Scheme

Duirng equilibrium iteration. a nodal position updated by
Newton-Raphson may penetrate the punch or die. If so, the
nodal coordinates are modified (in the contact iteration) by
a projection scheme such that the node just touches the punch
or die surface. Currently, z-direction projection, minimum
distance projection, and mesh·normal direction projection are
available.

(I) Z-Direction Projection: Only the z coordinate is modi
fied so that the node just comes into contact with the surface
of the punch or die. Numerical results have shown that this
method destabilizes the convergence of the Newton-Raphson
method as soon as the derivatives of the tool surface with
respect to z are not small. This method is efficient in compu
tation time since the punch surface is easily found at any
given x and y.

(2) Tool·Normal Projection: The new location of the
penetrated node is the point of the surface of the punch (or
die) defined by the shortest distance between the trial nodal
position and the surface. The new location (x. y, z) is related
to the trial coordinates (X, Y,Z) by:

3.3 Trial Solution, Update and Convergence

In order to improve convergence, a split-iteration algorith
m has been introduced. For each trial set of contacting and
noncontacting nodes, an equilibrium iteration is performed
without updating contact status. until equilibrium is satisfied.
After equilibrium is satisfied (for the specified node contact
condition), the nodes are reexamined for consistency (i.e.
compressive normal force) and penetration. The contact set
is then updated by releasing or projecting certain nodes and
another equilibrium iteration is initiated. The non-pene
tration contact condition is applied by projecting interior nodes
to the surface along a specified path. either the minimum
distance, the z-direction, or along the mesh-normal vector. A
fractional norm of difference in displacements between the
given trial and the modified trial is calculated. When this
norm is small enough, the current contact iteration becomes
final.

The solution of the equilibrium equation, by the Newton
Raphson method, provides the correction vector for the next
set of trial displacements. Whithin this equilibrium iteration,
the internal force and its corresponding stiffness are calcu·
lated. The contact force and stiffness are next computed for
the equilibrium equation, based on the unchanged contact and
friction condition. These displacements are updated purely by
Newton·Raphson updates, without updating the contact sta
tus of each node. To determine the convergence in equilib
rium, a fractional norm of the correction displacements to the
incremental displacements, Nf , is evaluated:

only to the elements which plastically deform. The effective
stress. (j. is a function of the total effective plastic strain. E.
following the hardening curve. It can happen that the stress
balace in the material requires the effective strain increment
to vanish. The element tends to unload and the equilibrium
condition. Eq. (14), cannot be satisfied. This problem is a
limitation of the rigid-viscoplastic approach. For a rate
insensitive material. during the deformation (positive plastic
loading). the stress state stays on the solid line of Fig. 2(a).
When the unloading happens at cA. the strain state is frozen
and the stress state is on the line below O'A. If the material is
rate-sensitive, the material element can be unloaded by
decreasing the deforming rate. The more the material is
rate-sensitive, the more unloading ability the material has
without resorting to the quasi-elastic unloading scheme.
Calculations for metals having low rate-sensitivity, therefore,
have a non-equilibrium problem.

Besides the unloading situation, the problem of indeter
minancy also occurs if the hardening law has a non·zero,
finite stress at zero strain. In this case, a solution cannot be
available until the load becomes large enough to deform fully.

In order to cope with this indeterminacy problem, the
following quasi-linear approaches are pursued. When a steep
linear hardening line is introduced between CA and O'~, as seen
in Fig. 2(b). the hardening law for each step consists of two
parts; If Ll E is smaller than 0, a linear hardening law is used
and if Ll E is bigger than a. the nonlinear hardening curve is
employed. Note that the linear relation newly introduced is a
change only in the hardening relation, still keeping the in
cremental deformation plasticity law. (Hence. the assumed
response is quasi-elastic.)

(46)
where S is the surface equation of the punch or die at time (.
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This equation is nonlinear and is solved by the Newton
Raphson method.

(3) Mesh-Normal Projection: The position of a penetrat
ed node is modified to locate it at the tool surface where the
mesh-normal vector for that node intersects it. After calculat
ing the mesh-normal vector, n( flx,ny,nz) , for the current mesh
geometry, the tool surface point to be projeced, (t· n x , t· ny,
t· nzl, can be iteratively found by solving for the length
parameter, t,.for the nonlinear equation:

(50)

where 5 (x, y) is the tool surface equation.

3.5 Mechanical Consistency

A nodal point can become free after being in contact. When
contact is made, the normal force exerted on the sheet by the
rigid punch or die, Fn, can only be compressive by definition:
with a normal unit vector, n, defined outward to the tool, the
normal force can only be non-positive. A tensile force would
mean that the punch(or die) surface has properties of stick
ing the point in the normal direction, a physically unrealistic
condition. If the sign of F n is positive, the node contact status
changes from the contacted situation to the free situation.

The normal force, F n, is calculated from the decomposition
of external force:

5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In order to examine the validity, accuracy and stability of
3-D FEM formulation and tool description methods, hemis
pherical and rounded square punch forming operations were
simulated.

5.1 Hemispherical Punch

The chosen hemispherical punch test, Fig. 3, exhibits con
stant curvature, gentle radius, and a simple analytical repre
sentation. The axisymmetric specimen is initially flat and its
material properties (corresponding to aluminum-killed 1008
steel sheet) are as follows (Knibloe, 1988) :

Plastic anisotropy parameter: r= 1. 875,
Hill's non-quadratic yield function parameter: M =2,386,
Hardening law: iJ=K (E + Eo) n(E/~) m,
where o= effective stress E=effective strain

K = 597.7 (MPa) .00=0.0001
n =0.23 m=0.0l29
~ =1.0(05- 1

) E=effective strain rate
Coulomb friction coefficient: ,u=0.45
Thickness: t = 1. 0 (mm)
Figure.4 represents the finite element mesh; it represents one

4. PUNCH/DIE SURFACE DESCRIPTION

Fn=Fe'n

where n is the normal vector at a contact node.

(51)

In order to calculate the normal vector, tangential vector,
and the derivatives needed in the Newton-Raphson procedure
and in order to apply the non-penetration boundary condition,
the mesh-based formulation requires only the z-coordinate
from the mathematical description of tool geometry.

For describing an arbitrarily-shaped tool surface, the ana
lytical method, B-spline method, and piecewise linear method
were employed. Since an analytical approach can simply
describe tool surfaces with geometric primitives, this tech
nique was first investigated. The analytical method combines
lines, arcs, planes, cylinders and hemispheres to construct a
whole tool surface. The B-spline technique is considered
because of the numerical stability and computational effi
ciency. The B-spline method employs the cubic B-spline func
tions as its basis. A piecewise linear technique is adopted
because it is relatively easy to construct and fast in computa
tion. The piecewise linear method uses linear functions as its
basis. In the B-spline and piecewise linear approaches to
three-dimensional tool description, an array of equally
spaced points is required to find desired points quickly.

The raw tool surface data for fitting a continuous 3-D tool
surface can be provided by various sources: a CAD/CAM
system, digitizer, blueprint, analytical equation, etc., The raw
data set is converted to a conditioned surface data set, i.e.
equally-spaced data set for simple fitting to continuous repre
sentations for use in the FEM program.

Fig. 3 Geometry of tooling for hemispherical punch forming
operation

Fig. 4 Finite element mesh for simulating the hemispherical
punch forming operation
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Fig. 7 Finite element mesh for simulating the square punch
forming operation

specimen center. The friction coefficient was chosen to fit
best with the experiment measurements.

Figure.8(a) shows the comparison of strain distributions
along the normal direction between the 3-D experiments (3-D
Expt.) and 3-D FEM (SHEET-3) at the punch height (P.H.)
of 11.4mm. A very good agreement appears except at the
edge radii of the die, a discrepancy presumably introduced by
ignoring bending in the simulation. Figure.8(b)comparesstrain
distributions along the diagonal direction between 3-D FEM
(SHEET-3) and full-size experiment (3-D Expt.) at the
punch height (P.H.) of 11.5mm. Excellent agreement is found

Original Distance From Pola (mm)

Fig. 5 Comparison of strain distributions between FEM
(SHEET-3) and experiment (EXPT) (Knibloe) in the
hemispherical punch forming operation

quarter of the physical blank. Perfectly-clamped (zero-dis
placement) boundary conditions are imposed at the outer
perimeter and symmetric boundary conditions are specified
along the radii. The number of nodes, elements and degrees of
freedom employed in this analysis are 111, 184 and 288,
respectively. The coefficient of friction used in the FEM
analysis is chosen to fit best with previous experimental
measurements (Knibloe, 1988).

Figure. 5 shows strain distributions along the original radial
position at a punch height(P.H.) of 36mm in FEM analysis
(SHEET-3) and experimental measurements (EXPT) . The
experimental strains shown in fig. 5 are middle-surface ones,
which are calculated form the top and bottom strains in the
average sense. Good agreements between FEM results and
experimental measurements are found, except that peak
points are shifted to the left.

3.2 Rounded Square Punch

The simulation of a square punch forming operation, whose
punch surface has smaller and varying radii, was next perfor
mee!. Figure. 6 shows the tooling geometry for the square punch
forming operation, whose punch radius, R p , is9.53mm. Figure. 7
illustrates FEM mesh of one quarter of deformed area in the
sheet blank. The number of nodes, elements and degrees of
freedom employed in the simulation of stretch forming proc
ess are 290, 522 and 870, respectively. In the marked direc
tions, "Normal" and "Diagonal" in Fig. 7, the FEM analyses
are compared with experiments (Wnag and Wagoner, 1990).

The specimen is initially flat and its material properties
(corresponding to aluminum-killed deep-drawing quality
(AKSQ) steel) are as follows (Wang and Wagoner, 1990) :

Plastic anisotropy parameter: r = 1. 75,
Hill's non-quadratic yield function parameter: M=2.0,
Hardening law: ir=K( E+co) n( E'/~) m,

where (j = effective stress !t!=effective strain
K=563.5fMPa) co=O.OOOI
n=0.227 m=O.0129
~=l.O(S-I) E=effective strain rate

Coulomb friction coefficient: f.1 = 0.15
Thickness: t = 1. 0(mm)
a perfectly-clamped (zero-displacement) boundary condi

tion is imposed at the right-most perimeter and a symmetric
boundary condition is specified at the left-most boundary or

Fig. 6
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Geometry of tooling for square punch forming operation.
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The 3-D numerical examples for simple punch/die profiles
verified the accuracy and efficiency of FEM formulation and
illustrated the promise of success in the simulation of
arbitrary-shaped real-world problems.

For the fast and accurate analysis of sheet forming opera
tions, the following tasks are suggested: (1) Theoretical
development and numerical implementation to include the
bending effect are expected. (2) The numerical implementa
tion of draw-in phenomena is necessary for the draw-die
simulation. (3) A pre-processor, which automatically gener
ates the tool data and mesh data from CAD/CAM system,
should be developed to reduce the time in data preparation.
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tions in the square punch forming operation

Fig. 8 Comparison of strain distributions between FEM
(SHEET-3) and experiment(3~D EXPT) (Wang and
Wangoner)

between FEM results and experimental data. The 3-D FEM
underestimates the peak strain, presumably a result of the
fairly coarse mesh used. The simulation to a punch height of
15mm required about 6000 CPU seconds on a VAX-8550.

6. CONCLUSIONS

For the simulation of three-dimensional stretch sheet metal
forming processes, an FEM program, SHEET-3, was devel
oped. The mesh-based FEM/surface formulation which
describes tool surfaces and FEM meshes compatibly and does
not rely on spatial derivatives of the tool surface for evalua
tion of the friction and contact conditions was employed for
the 3-D simulation of sheet metal stretch forming processes.
In this formulation, the surface tangents, normals, and corre
sponding derivatives at each FEM node are directly evaluat
ed from the FEM mesh, in terms of the connecting nodal
positions.

In order to promote the convergence in Newton-Raphson
iterations, the equilibrium and contact iterations are split. A
quasi-linear scheme was also used for the indeterminacy of
unloading.
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